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Murder at th e Pen tagon
By Truman, Margaret

Random House, New York, 1992. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: Fine. Slight shelf wear
on dust jacket only, otherwise this book is New From Publishers Weekly In characteristic unadorned
and bloodless prose Truman ( Murder at the National Cathedral ) delivers this formulaic mystery
bound in conspiracy, the 11th in her series of capital crimes. Air Force helicopter pilot and lawyer
Major Margit Falk is assigned the defense of Robert Cobol, a CIA officer charged with the murder of
Dr. Richard Joycelen. The victim, deputy director of a defense research project devoted to small
nuclear devices, was shot inside the Pentagon, purportedly the most secure building in the world.
While Margit works up Cobol's defense with the help of mentor Mackensiesic Smith, who has
featured in earlier Truman mysteries, world powers adjust to the nuclear capability recently
exhibited by a small Arab nation. Margit's boyfriend, Jeff Foxboro, is helping his boss, the senator
who heads the committee investigating how the country's despotic leader got the bomb. Not
surprisingly, the murder and the bomb are linked, a connection Margit must sacrifice her career to
prove. Guidebook descriptions of Washington sights and lengthy discussions of federal agencies and
departments provide copious...
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Reviews
I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV
This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher K oz ey
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